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Play value
Our Pentagonal Tower on Stilts is an
eye-catcher thanks to its striking design
and is well suited to give play spaces a
special character and an unmistakable
identity. The dense wooden cladding
is especially inviting to hide in and spy
from. It also offers the opportunity to
experience height and enjoy the view. If
supplemented with one or more slides,
exercise activities and play pleasure will
be even more intense. It is also possible
to create a little town by connecting
several towers with tunnels.

Special version with Rotating Disc 10.22100ff

Recommended
- for children from 5 years of age
- for public playgrounds
kindergartens
children’s homes

Design Richter Spielgeräte GmbH

© Richter Spielgeräte GmbH
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Fundamental characteristics
- reaching and experiencing height
- can be combined with open slides
and tunnel slides, connection tunnels,
suspension bridges, rope bridges and
much more

Towers for combination

Design and Copyright

Pentagonal Tower on Stilts

3.20860
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Design F. Dorband/K.H. Thiele

Design F. Dorband/K.H. Thiele

Copyright © Richter Spielgeräte GmbH
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Play value
Our Climbing Stack, made of debarked
round timber, attracts attention and
interest even from a distance. Thanks
to different levels, large numbers of
children can play together in a small
space: the Climbing Stack allows for
a flowing play rhythm even if lots of
children spontaneously want to play.

The Climbing Stack isn’t just for climbing,
experiencing heights and exploring the
senses using hands and feet, it’s also
an attractive seating area, where the
children can rest, chat and observe.

Climbing Stack

Fundamental characteristics
- impressive design statement
- very special appeal
- attractive meeting point
- no pre-determined play procedures,
also able to be used as stands for
spectators, individual mastering
- incentive for playing: experiencing
height
- exercise activity: climbing up and
around, balancing
Recommended
- for children from 6 years of age
- for schools
youth centres
sports grounds
leisure areas
parks
4.21000
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Play value
The climbing pyramid, constructed from
debarked round logs, attracts attention
and interest even from a long distance
away.
Its popularity arises from the different
levels, which encourage a whole range
of different exercise and role-playing
games. The individual bars can be
climbed and explored, serving not only
for experiencing height and for tactile
experiences on hands and feet, but
also as attractive seating for resting,
observing and chatting.

Design F. Dorband/K.H. Thiele

Copyright © Richter Spielgeräte GmbH
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Order No. 4.21100 Large Climbing Pyramid

Design F. Dorband/K.H. Thiele

Example images: Surfacing must correspond to a fall height of ≤ 2.00 m.

It’s even more relaxed in the integrated
hammock, which offers enough space for
several children at the same time.
The smaller version of our pyramid is
particularly suitable for younger children,
who can follow their natural drive for
discovery and gain their first climbing
experience here.

Large Climbing Pyramid
Small Climbing Pyramid

Fundamental characteristics
- impressive design statement
- very special appeal
- eye-catcher of a play area
- attractive meeting point
- incentive for playing: curiosity,
role-playing games, experiencing height
- exercise activity: climbing up
Recommended
- Small Climbing Pyramid:
for children from 2 years of age
- Large Climbing Pyramid:
for children from 4 years of age
- for public playgrounds
schools
parks
exhibitions
leisure parks

4.21100

4.21110
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Play value
The gentle nature of these play and art
figures with their calm expressions create
an atmosphere of peace that promotes
friendly interaction. The sculptures – each
is a unique specimen – are made of
mountain larch. They invite children to
stroke, touch and feel them, but they
can also be sat upon or incorporated into
role-playing games. Play figures such as
these are something very special – they
strengthen the identity of a playground.
Order No. 4.51120 Small Polar Bear

Design C. Huba

© Richter Spielgeräte GmbH
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Order No. 4.51110 Polar Bear

Design C. Huba

Order No. 4.51100 Polar Bear Family

Fundamental characteristics
- child-oriented dimensions
- natural colours
- high-quality design
- incentive for playing: animals with a
friendly appearance
- exercise activity: climbing, sitting,
cuddling

animal sculpture: Polar Bear

Recommended
- for small children‘s areas of:
public playgrounds
play spaces situated near houses
Kindergartens
children’s homes
child therapy centres
pedestrian areas, parks
market squares and piazzas
- day nurseries

4.51100

4.51110

4.51120

Play value
Our Ear and Speaking Trumpets are an
attractive piece of play equipment, which
can be used in lots of different ways.
The transmission of voices and sounds
through the funnels begins with listening
to a gentle sound and then becomes
intriguing when you become aware
of the amplification effect. In order to
achieve good results, the “trumpets”
must face each other precisely. Since
the trumpets can be rotated 360° and
swivelled vertically, it is possible to mount
several of them at different heights. For
speaking and listening, two of them have
to be adjusted individually so that they
are precisely in line with each other. The
funnels can be integrated into roleplaying games in countless ways – small
and big children alike are fascinated by
being able to communicate with each
other over a certain distance.
Recommended
- for all age groups from 6 years
- for public playgrounds
- schools
- pedestrian areas
- parks
- leisure parks
Barrier-free
- special version for wheelchair users
optional

Design J. Weber

Copyright © Richter Spielgeräte GmbH
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Design J. Weber

Ear and Speaking Trumpet
Acoustic effect

gentle

Vandalism

not vulnerable

Supervision

not required

Explanation board

recommended

Installation

indoors and
outdoors

Safety check
(EN 1176)

not required

Installation in
concrete

(small deviations
possible)

9.03000
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Design F. Dorband/K.H. Thiele

Design F. Dorband/K.H. Thiele
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Play value
Our Ball Track is a very special experience.
Multiple starting points, a ball basin,
an adjustable disc as well as an exiting
course allow for varied and stimulating
play.
Tracking and observing the ball all the
way to the finish and then sending it off
again, is great fun and gets young and
old moving. In addition, the direction
of the ball can be changed with the
adjustable disc.

Fundamental characteristics
- self-explanatory, attractive design
- simple physical principles and processes
are imparted in a playful manner
- incentive for playing: observing,
experimenting, communicating,
exercising

Ball Track

Note
The colours of the standard version differ
from those shown in the photo.

Recommended
- only suitable for supervised areas
- for children from 1.5 years
- for children's areas in museums,
educational institutions, zoological
gardens,
municipal and leisure parks
day-care centres, after-school care clubs
children’s homes
therapeutic institutions
Barrier-free
- independent play

9.19100

9.19200

9.19500

Copyright © Richter Spielgeräte GmbH
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